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The Tissue Way

4 Portucel (PTI) is the largest European UWF paper producer (1.6mn tons) and has

recently announced a new strategic plan, mainly focused on tissue, with the

acquisition of a 30k tons tissue plant in Portugal. This is the first step for future

developments which should include the vertical integration of Cacia (350k tonnes).

PTI is also developing a pellets plant in the US (USD110mn, 3Q16) and pursuing

the investments in Mozambique (1.5mn pulp plant post-2020). Following the

massive investments undertaken up to 2010, PTI amassed € 1.2bn FCFE until

YE14 (€ 720mn in dividends) and reached 0.8x ND/EBITDA. We expect PTI's new

investment cycle to have a limited impact on debt ratios (ND/EBITDA should not

surpass 1.0x) and the company to maintain an attractive 7% DY.

4 Prospects for the pellets and tissue industry are compelling while ROIC is also attractive

(low double-digit). The P&P industry is also improving, in particular paper which

should see price increases from Q2 onwards, supporting PTI's CF and the new

investment cycle. Cacia's potential integration into tissue could be a mid-term

driver (not included), adding c€ 300mn and € 60mn to sales and EBITDA

(20% and 18% of FY14 figures) and c€ 0.35/sh (8%) to our FV.

4 Should we buy PTI directly or through SEM? SEM’s fundamental upside is more

appealing and its discount to NAV stands at 33% (vs. 20% over last 2 years)

but its holding profile, reinvestment risks and PTI’s attractive and sustainable

dividend lead us to prefer PTI. We remain positive on SEM though. The main

risk to our preference should be a decision to dilute its stake in PTI. On the flip

side, this would improve PTI's free float and visibility.

PTI accumulates a 19% YTD gain, outperforming its peers (15%) and SEM (+5%).

Multiples are no longer a bargain but one should bear in mind the improving P&P

price momentum and new growth ventures. We have raised our YE15 Price Target

to € 4.40 (+€ 0.55/sh) after increasing our paper price assumptions  (+€ 0.20),

including the new projects  (+€ 0.20) and lowering the cost of debt (+€ 0.15). We

have set PTI's rating as medium risk (high risk prev.) maintaining our BUY

recommendation. We have maintained broadly unchanged our estimates on SEM,

but updating our YE15 Price Target to € 16.55 (+€ 2.40) to incorporate our new

valuation on PTI, while maintaining our BUY recommendation.

Summary of Recommendations

Market YE15 LfL Recommendation EBITDA chg.

(€/share) Price (1) PT chg. New Old 15F 16F 17 F

PTI 3.67 4.40 14% Buy Buy 8% 7% 8%

SEM 10.60 16.55 17% Buy Buy 5% 5% 5%

(1) Prices as of February 17th 2015. Source: BPI Equity Research.
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PORTUCEL: A CHANGING PLAYER

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

An export company, ranking #1 in the European UWF paper industry

Portucel (PTI) is a Portuguese Pulp & Paper (P&P) player with sales that amount to

€ 1.5bn, spread over three distinct business areas: (1) Uncoated Wood Free (UWF)

paper which accounts for 76% of the company's sales; (2) Bleached Eucalyptus

Kraft Pulp (BEKP), which corresponds to 7% of total revenues; and (3) Energy, the

division responsible for the remaining 17%. It is one of the Portuguese companies

less exposed to the domestic market, exporting close to 95% of its revenues (ex-

energy) to over 118 countries.

The company ranks #1 in Iberia and Europe and #4 in the world in the production

of UWF paper, its largest business division, with 1.6mn tons of installed capacity.

Such production is nourished by 1.4mn tons of BEKP capacity, as c. 80% is

integrated into the production of paper. PTI operates three pulp plants in Portugal

- Setúbal, Cacia and Figueira da Foz - and manages over 120k hectares of forest,

granting c. 15% of its wood needs. It also manages an energy division, whose

production is mostly linked to pulp, providing 2.5TW hours/year (300 MW) of

electricity and catering for a vertically integrated business approach.

Location of Production Facilities, 2014

FY14 Revenue Breakdown by

Business Area (€ 1542mn)

Source: Portucel.

FY13 Revenue Breakdown by

Country (€ 1531mn)

Source: Portucel.

Source: Company.
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From a pure pulp player to an integrated paper company…

The Portucel group was created in 1976 from the integration of five pulp companies

in Portugal, which had been nationalized in previous years. After several years of

restructuring and spin offs, PTI's industrial park was limited to two BEKP plants,

Cacia and Setubal. As a pure pulp player, Portucel managed to record the highest

margins in Europe.

Portucel: Key Milestones

Geographical Exposure

Evolution

Source: Portucel.
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Source: Portucel and BPI Equity Research.

2000 marked the shift in PTI's strategy as the company embarked upon a massive

changeover plotting its course towards full integration into paper through a strategy

which was initially focused on inorganic growth and making two striking moves:

- Acquisition of Papeis Inapa, a pure fine paper company (2000); Located alongside

PTl's Setubal plant, it operated three fine paper machines (270k tonnes) and

its entire BEKP requirements were already supplied by Portucel through a pipeline

that linked both plants. It allowed the company to integrate 22% of its BEKP

production.

- Acquisition of Soporcel, a P&P company (2001). This was a highly efficient P&P

company located in the Centre of Portugal (Figueira da Foz), which had a

significant position in office paper. The company already operated under a

fully integrated business model, producing both BEKP and UWF paper.

These moves allowed PTI to: (1) gain significant scale and become the largest P&P

player in the Iberian Peninsula; (2) benefit from industrial synergies related to the

vertical integration as well as at forest and marketing levels; and (3) increase its

focus on higher value-added products (paper) that deliver good margins.

From 2005 to 2010 PTI's strategy was twofold, namely consolidating its position in the

P&P market through both a major investment (€ 650mn) in one of its plants and

focusing on energy production and its further integration into the production process:

- In 2006 the company invested in a new paper mill in Setubal with a capacity of

500k/tonnes which became operational by 2009 and was the largest and most

sophisticated machine in the world for the production of fine office paper,

allowing it to become #1 in European UWF production and rank #4 worldwide.

- Between 2009 and 2010, the company undertook major investments in the

renewable energy sector which allowed it to increase its installed capacity by

100% (120MW to 241MW), namely: (i) two biomass power plants (Cacia and

Setubal); (ii) a gas co-generation project in Setubal; and (iii) a new steam
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turbo generator (Figueira da Foz). Moreover, it placed PTI as the largest domestic

producer of electric energy from forest biomass (50% of Portuguese production).

UWF European mills (k tons)

Source: Portucel.

In a nutshell Portucel, which started as a pure pulp producer, has been changing

its product mix with its acquisitive and investment strategy. UWF and energy gained

importance and account for 76% and 17% of the company's revenues in 2014,

respectively (vs 38% and 4% in 2000). Conversely, BEKP reduced its weight to

7%, from the 58% in 2000, as 80% of production is integrated into UWF paper.

… which manages to have the highest margins in the industry

Such moves have enabled Portucel to leverage on its integrated value chain and

international profile to achieve economies of scale through lower costs and higher

flexibility, being the player that displays higher margins when compared to its

peers.

EBITDA mg comparison UWF European UWF Paper Capacities -

peers, 2014 8.6mn/tons
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Overall, Portucel has a unique business model, reaching top positions in the industry

which we deem to be related to: (1) an efficient pulp production process (wood

yields, 15% self-sufficiency); (2) integrated P&P plants that supply all of its BEKP

requirements in the liquid stage to its UWF paper machines (c20% cost savings vs.

other players whose integration is not at the mill site), enabling a faster production

process; (3) all plants being located by the coast and close to seaports, thereby allowing

for improved transport facilities and low delivery times; (4) owning the largest UWF

paper plants (500k tonnes vs. sector average of 175k tonnes) and most modern

paper machines in Europe; and (5) having a powerful portfolio of brands (62% of

total paper sales vs. 25% for its peers).

NEW PROJECTS

New ventures ahead…

It is not a novelty PTI's intention to set bases for new growth angles. We recall that

PTI has already considered establishing new pulp assets in Brazil and Uruguay

which nevertheless were cancelled due to lack of local partners or infrastructures

(deep water port). The main question has always been how much risk could these

options bring and how much it would impact PTI's CF and B/S.

… with a balanced risk-reward proposition

The new strategic plan unveiled new opportunities (pellets and tissue) with attractive

prospects while the implied capex (€ 170mn for both plants) should allow PTI's

net debt/EBITDA to be maintained around 1.0x. The remaining projects

(Mozambique) and possible integration of Cacia into tissue should be mid-term

projects and therefore imply a gradual capex over the coming years. FCF generation

should be protected by the gradual approach to capex deployment and the ramp

up of the new projects EBITDA as well as the improving P&P prices outlook.

1. Investing in the US to enter into the pellets market

In Dec'14 Portucel announced the development of a wood pellets manufacturing facility

in the US, in South Carolina, with an installed capacity of 460k tons (c.1.5% of the

market), totalling an investment of USD110mn (c.€ 90mn). Construction of the

mill will start in 2015 and is expected to be completed by 3Q16.

Global Wood Pellet Production, Global Wood Pellet Consumption,

2015F (30.2 mn tons) 2015F (28.3 mn tons)

Source: RISI.
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Wood pellets is a biomass fuel produced by crushing and densifying waste wood

like sawdust, forestry residues, industrial byproducts (such as old paper) as well as

other wastes from sawmilling. This is a very popular renewable energy source that

can be used as fuel to power plants, homes and large commercial buildings.

Fast growth propelled by interesting economics

The international pellets market posted a rapid increase over the past decade

mainly driven by the (1) EU's new Renewable Energy Directive which foresees a

target of 20% of energy coming from renewable sources by 2020 and (2) fact that

wood pellets are significantly cheaper and stable than other forms of heating (particularly

beneficial for residential heating) as they are not dependent on oil. This has boosted

consumption in Europe in the past few years, making it the main consuming region (c.

60% in 2015F). Europe is also the main producing region, responsible for c. 45%

of 2015F production with Germany having a c. 10% market share.

Heating Sources Price Comparison

European Pellet Heating

Demand Evolution (mn tons)

Source: AEBIOM, IEA, RISI.
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Source: RISI.

Due to the unbalanced local market, Europe imports large amounts of wood pellets, mostly

from North America (the 2nd largest producing region, with a 28% market share) due

to the fact that (1) consumption in N.America is still lower than in Europe as

incentives for the use of renewable sources are lower due to the abundance and

attractive prices of other sources of energy, and (2) shipping is very fast and easy

with several deep water ports in the US. US net exports account for over 50% of

the country's production.

Enticing industry fundamentals ahead

The outlook for the market growth is projected to stand between 40% and 80% in

2015-20F, rising from the expected 28mn tons in 2015 to 40-50mn tons of

production while demand is expected to reach 46mn tons by 2020.

Europe should remain the largest producing and consuming region while the US

should remain the largest exporting country, followed by Russia and Canada where

resources are abundant. Still, the Asian market should experience the highest

growth in terms of consumption in the coming years, from close to 6mn tons in

2015 to about 16 mn in 2020, fuelled by countries like China, Japan and Korea
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and their policies regarding renewable energy uses which should present major

industry drivers going forward. Since most of Europe's production is consumed

internally, this demand growth from new emerging markets should represent a

major opportunity to fuel exports from countries such as the US.

Global Wood Pellet Consumption Outlook (mn tons) Global Wood Pellet Production Outlook (mn tons)

Source: RISI.

Potentially attractive returns

There is limited visibility on wood pellet players considering that there is no listed

company in the industry while most of the peers are small competitors which are

part of larger holding structures and therefore with very limited individual financial

information. We have only been able to collect financial data from European

producers which may not be directly comparable to PTI's new business venture in

the US.

We particularly highlight: (1) German Pellets due to its leadership position in the

industry with c. 3mn tons of installed capacity (c. 10% of the market) and exposure

to the US (16% of sales; 63% for Germany); and (2) Enerpellets, a small producer

located in Portugal which owns two facilities in the country totaling 250k tons of

installed capacity (less than 1% of the market) and has recently announced a

USD60mn (€ 53mn) investment in a new 250k tons wood pellets plant in the US.

German Pellets posted 5.0% and 11.7% EBIT mg and ROIC in 2013 while

Enerpellets delivered 5.4% and 8.2%, respectively.

We believe that margins for PTI's new pellets plant in the US may be better than those for

European producers. PTI will develop a sizeable production unit which should

grant relevant economies of scale. Its 460k tons plant should be one of the largest

in the industry and compares to the 3000k tons installed capacity of German

Pellets's 20 production units worldwide. On top of this, the US is a market with

high availability of raw materials at lower prices than those in Europe while energy

costs are also more favourable due to support from local authorities. We are

estimating 27% EBIT mg for PTI's wood pellets business in the long term.
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Wood Pellet Players

Inst. Cap. Sales

 (k tones) # plants (€ mn) EBIT mg ROIC

German Pellets (Germany) 3000 20 582.9 5.0% 11.7%

Graanul Pellets (Latvia) 820 6 30.0 5.5% 14.8%

Enerpellets (Portugal) 250 2 17.6 5.4% 8.2%

Laxa Pellets (Sweden) 95 1 18.1 -2.8% -0.3%

Source: Orbis and BPI Equity Research.

We see PTI's investment in wood pellets in the US as an attractive move which makes

sense from a strategic point of view as:

(1) it should allow the company to take advantage of its experience in forestry and

industrial transformation processes in a market with very high growth prospects

and potential good returns.

(2) visibility is good as we stress that the company has already negotiated supply

contracts with a fixed price and tenure of 10 years, guaranteeing the sale of

around 70% of the new facility´s output. This is reassuring for the mill's

performance which we expect to start generating EBITDA as soon as 2016.

PTI's Pellets plant operational assumptions

2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F

Sales (€ th) 9 436 54 077 60 621 61 234 60 995

Total Capacity (Tons) 460 000 460 000 460 000 460 000 460 000

Total Production  (Tons) 69 000 391 000 437 000 450 800 450 800

Consolidated utilization rate 15.0% 85.0% 95.0% 98.0% 98.0%

Average Price (USD)/ Ton 160 163 166 170 173

growth (%) 2.0% 2.0% 2.0% 2.0%

Eur/USD 1.17 1.18 1.20 1.25 1.28

EBITDA (€ th) 1 415 13 519 21 217 21 432 21 348

Margin 15.0% 25.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

Source: BPI Equity Research.

A new option has been unveiled…

We also believe that further investments in pellets in the US could arise. Market

prospects are solid and returns attractive which may lead PTI to opt for new

investments. Also we believe that the increase in the number of producers should

drive market consolidation ahead. Still, we expect PTI to focus on the delivery on

this new investment before embarking into an expansionary strategy.

2. Tissue: a compelling mid-term opportunity

PTI's next big move will be in the tissue market, a segment where the company intends

to become one of the European leaders in the coming years having recently

announced the acquisition of a Portuguese tissue manufacturer AMS BR Star Paper

(AMS). Moreover, PTI intends to grow organically in this segment by developing
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new production lines integrated with its Cacia pulp plant; in fact the company is

undertaking investments (€ 56.3mn) to expand by 20% (+65k tonnes) the output

of the plant by mid-2015 and we believe that this should be the foundations for a

new integrated tissue operation to materialize in the medium-term.

A growing paper market

By 2013, the global tissue market registered c. 35mn tons of installed capacity

and consumption had presented an average annual growth rate of 3% over the

previous 10 years while in emerging markets this number rose to 7% per year.

Toilet paper is the largest segment and responsible for 57% of total world

consumption of tissue, followed by paper towels (22%), facial tissues and

handkerchiefs.

World Tissue Consumption Evolution (mn tons) World Tissue Production by

Region, 2011

Source: Poyry, BPI Equity Research.Source: RISI.

Driven by GDP and demographics

North America is the main consuming region (26.5%) and per capita consumption

is already the highest amongst all regions (24 kg/capita), in line with developed

economies, while in emerging markets this number drops to less than 5 kg per

capita. The main drivers behind this industry are: 1) economic growth - global

consumption of tissue paper has grown on average 1.13x faster than GDP; 2)

population growth, which is directly linked to the growth of world consumption of

hygiene products; 3) aging population which particularly drives the consumption of

hygiene products in developed countries; and 4) urbanization since there are still

millions of people, particularly in Asia and Africa, who do not consume tissue

products at all.

Developed countries remain net importers of tissue

Production is mainly concentrated in developed countries, namely in Western Europe

and the US, which are currently also the main consumption regions. International

trade is still not very significant, considering the size of the total market, and

continues to be largely intra-regional. As such, new capacity has increasingly been

built in EM in an attempt to anticipate the fast growing trends expected ahead,

particularly in China which is today a net exporter of tissue mainly to Asia and

Oceania. Western countries are still the main consumption regions, having some of the

most relevant net importers of tissue worldwide including the UK, the US and Spain.
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Paper Consumption per

Capita, 2011

Source: World Bank.
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2010 Net Trade including

converted products (exports -

imports), k tons

Source: UNcomtrade.
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A fragmented market

The world tissue industry is highly fragmented. The three largest companies,

Kimberly Clark (US), Georgia Pacific (US) and SCA (Sweden), have a relevant

market share of the world market (28%) but then the market is dominated by

several hundred smaller players. In Europe, other than the three majors, the market

is also dominated by Sofidel (Italy), Wepa (Germany), Metsa Tissue (Finland) and

ICT (Italy).

Capacity Growth of Top 15 Capacity Shares of Main Global

Tissue Suppliers (k tons) Tissue Suppliers, 2012 (34.5 mn tons)

Source: RISI and BPI Equity Research.

Outlook: EM leading the way; developed countries also supporting growth

The global tissue paper market is forecasted to grow at a CAGR12-16F of 4.9% to

close to 39mn tonnes in which, according to RISI, China will be responsible for

just over 40% of the growth (+5.5mn tonnes; CAGR12-16F of 10%), followed by

Latin America (CAGR12-16F of 6.5%; +2mn tonnes). China is thus expected to

become the largest market for tissue paper in the long term on the back of the

country's (1) economic growth, (2) increase in average purchasing power, (3) increase

in the urbanization rate and (4) middle class expansion. Besides that, consumption

per capita in Asia, the Far East and Africa is still relatively low, lending room for an

increased tissue market.

Developed regions should continue to be the largest markets in the short term while

also delivering some growth, being responsible for 11-12% of the worldwide market

expansion ahead and growing at a CAGR12-16F of 3% which corresponds to close

to +1mn tons. The main driver for these regions should be the aging population

which should increasingly demand more comfort in the usage of hygiene products.
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Evolution of Tissue Consumption, Middle Class Size and Distribution

1994-2019 (mn tons) Evolution (mn)

Source: RISI. Source: IEMS, Kharas and Gertz.

PTI aiming to become one of the biggest in Europe in the long term…

PTI is keen to become one of the main tissue players in Europe and undertook a

first step towards this goal by acquiring AMS BR Star Paper (AMS) (€ 80mn capex),

which has 30k tons of tissue installed capacity and 50k of converting (c. 0.1% of

the market). Furthermore, it intends to double (+30k tons) its current tissue installed

capacity which will be fully integrated into converting (+19k tons) by Sep'15.

Created in 2008, AMS is a tissue manufacturer located in Portugal (Vila Velha de

Rodão) operating in both the consumer market segment, providing toilet paper,

kitchen rolls and napkins, and in the professional segment, through a wide range

of hygiene products for diversified industries. Although its mill is located in Portugal

the company is present in Iberia, France, Morocco and the PALOPs.

AMS Financial Highlights

(€ mn) 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Sales 10.2 35.8 40.1 42.8 48.2

EBITDA -1 3 4 6 8

EBITDA mg -6.4% 7.7% 10.1% 15.0% 17.2%

EBIT -1 1 2 5 5

EBIT mg -12.4% 3.2% 5.7% 10.6% 9.8%

Net Income -2 0 1 3 3

Source: Orbis.

AMS is known for bearing the highest margins amongst European players as the

biggest pure European players, namely, Sofidel, Wepa, Metsa Tissue and ITC,

cover an average 11% EBITDA mg and 6% ROIC, according to the most recent

available data (2013). This compares with AMS’s mg of 17.2% in 2013. Also we

stress that SCA, which is the current largest player in Europe, but that has an

installed capacity of c. 3.3mn tons spread worldwide, bears a 14% EBITDA mg

and 5% ROIC. AMS's profitability is explained by the integration with Celtejo (Altri's

facility) through a pipeline which enables the company to use the pulp in its liquid

stage and benefit from lower cash costs.
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Major Tissue Market Players

Inst. Cap.

(k tons) Sales EBITDA mg ND/EBITDA ROIC

Kimberly Clark (US) 3 738 15 338 19.2% 1.9 17%

SCA (Sweden) 3 325 10 048 14.2% 3.7 5%

Sofidel (Italy) 1 050 1 670 13.2% 4.5 5%

Metsa Tissue (Finland) 637 1 002 7.5% 4.1 5%

Wepa (Germany) 600 855 10.0% 4.0 6%

ICT (Italy) 400 618 13.7% 3.1 7%

Average 1 625 4 922 13.0% 3.6 8%

Source: Orbis and BPI Equity Research.

We believe that the acquisition of this existing capacity allows PTI to quickly and

easily enter this market segment, which benefits from solid growth trends ahead,

while also enjoying an already established customer base, thereby guaranteeing a

more steady cash flow generation. Besides, AMS is already an exporting company

with a presence in outperforming markets, namely in Africa, whose prospects are

for a higher demand growth rate (vs the industry average).

PTI's tissue/converting plant operational assumptions

2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 2019F 2020F

Sales (€ th) 51 300 53 773 67 530 67 244 66 683 65 350 65 228

Tissue Installed

Capacity (tonnes) 30 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000

Utilization Rate 100% 55% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Output (tonnes) 30 000 33 000 54 000 60 000 60 000 60 000 60 000

Tonnes sold outside 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Converting Installed

Capacity (tonnes) 50 000 69 000 69 000 69 000 69 000 69 000 69 000

Utilization Rate 100% 75% 95% 95% 95% 95% 95%

Output (Tonnes) 50 000 51 750 65 550 65 550 65 550 65 550 65 550

Average Price (€)/ Tonne 975 1 039 1 030 1 026 1 017 997 995

growth (%) 6.6% -0.9% -0.4% -0.8% -2.0% -0.2%

EBITDA (€ th) 9 141 12 155 13 449 13 337 13 070 13 046

Margin 17.0% 18.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Source: Portucel and BPI Equity Research.

Cacia: an indisputable edge for a tissue operation

Cacia's non-integrated pulp production could provide PTI key advantages when

compared to its tissue competitors, particularly in the Iberian Peninsula:

1. It can integrate pulp in its liquid stage similar to what PTI does with its UWF

paper segment. This industrial integration allows relevant cash cost savings,

something which can also be perceived by AMS's higher margins.
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2. All else being constant, margins at the Cacia site could even be higher when

compared to AMS as it would benefit from the pulp margin (pulp prices vs.

production costs).

3. The majority of the tissue players are non-integrated and therefore, PTI's cost

positioning in the proximity formats should be strong, although its location

would require higher transport costs to take production into converting plants

in Europe.

Would a European tissue franchise be feasible for PTI? Tissue is a local market and

each production facility faces a 200-300km catchment area. Transport costs are

relevant particularly in the case of the end-user products. Jumbo reels, a tissue

sub-product, has lower transport costs (vs. the end-user products) which together

with Cacia's low cash cost production should allow PTI to gain a competitive

advantage over its peers even if it would require additional transport costs.

Cacia tissue margins vs. Peers

BPI Estimates

Tissue Industry Avg AMS Cacia tissue

Tissue/converting Prices per ton (€) 975 975 975

Cash Costs per ton (€) 828 794 771

o.w. pulp/ton (€) (1) 444 444 320

o.w. other/ton (€) 385 351 351

Transport cost from Cacia to conversion plant/ton (€) (2)  n.a. n.a. 100

EBITDA Margins 15% 18.5% 21%

(1) Reference pulp prices in Euros in 2014, already adjusted by discounts.
(2) Average transportation cost in Europe (Spain, France and Benelux).
Source: BPI Equity Research.

We therefore think that PTI will anchor on Cacia to explore the Iberian market in a

first stage and progressively expand abroad, setting up local converting production

facilities in specific markets. According to our calculations, PTI could reach margins of

21% for an integrated tissue production.

Assuming that the entire future pulp installed capacity in Cacia (350k tons) could

be integrated into tissue, we estimate that the company would need to undertake

c€ 340mn total investment in a 450k tons multi tissue machine unit (€ 40-50mn

investment for each € 60k tons of tissue capacity). Still, we think the process should

be gradual as (1) each reference machine has c50-60k tons capacity; and (2) between

a decision being taken and actually setting up a new plant should take 18-24M. We

expect therefore Cacia to be a smooth and long term project for PTI. A sensitivity

analysis of a full integration into tissue would lead to an incremental € 300mn and € 60mn of

sales and EBITDA and a potential € 0.35/sh impact (10% of PTI's market cap).

Overall, we see PTI's entrance in the tissue market as a striking LT option considering that

it would:

(1) allow PTI to be exposed to one of the few paper markets with growth prospects both

in EM and developed countries;

(2) be strategically close to some of the most relevant net importers of tissue in the world

- the US (a market where PTI already has a distribution network) and Spain;

Potential impact of Cacia

integration into Tissue

Cacia Cacia

(€ mn) Pulp Tissue

Installed capacity

(K tons) 350 450

Sales 160 462

EBITDA 37 97

mg 23% 21%

Capex 337.5

Incremental EBIT (1-t) 33.7

ROIC 10.0%

Notes:
1. Mid-cycle figures for Cacia pulp
production.
2. ROIC could improve to 12.5% should
PTI receive 20% incentives (similar to
PTI's latest green-field projects in
Portugal).
Source: BPI Equity Research.
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(3) allow PTI to further increase the integration profile of its business;

(4) benefit from an integrated business model and privileged conditions in terms of pulp

production, which would be a relevant competitive advantage against leading

players in the industry.

3. Betting on Mozambique to increase pulp production in the LT

PTI is currently undertaking an investment in Mozambique, aimed at developing an

integrated project of forest, pulp and energy production in the country with close to 1.5mn

tons of installed capacity (assuming current state-of-the-art projects) and an estimated

capex of USD2.5bn (€ 2.2bn). The company is currently in the forest plantation

phase, an investment which should amount to c. € 115mn until YE17. PTI has

partnered-up with the International Finance Corporation (IFC), which now owns a

20% equity stake in the project, in a € 24.3mn deal closed in December'14 (cash

in to take place in 2015-16). Should the project go ahead, we believe PTI could

reduce its stake to 51% at a later stage to limit the impact of the capex in its B/S

and diversify the risk profile of the new venture.

Given the long horizon wherein Mozambique will be materialized (not before 2022)

we are not including it in our estimates, apart from the forest capex (assuming

that it can be recovered with the company being able to sell wood from the country).

Still, we believe that this project reflects the company's willingness to boost its

growth overseas while we also acknowledge the strategic benefits of the venture:

(1) PTI will become one of the largest pulp producers worldwide;

(2) The company will be a first mover in the country and may also obtain good

advantages, namely at tax level;

(3) PTI has already secured the required land (355k ha) for the project, which will

mitigate the overall capex;

(4) Mozambique has very good harvesting conditions considering that eucalyptus

trees grow in 7 years, similar to Brazil;

(5) Mozambique has major port facilities in Maputo and Beira, which can easily export

BEKP to Asia faster than from Angola, Uruguay and Brazil. This should grant

the company a privileged access to China, the industry's current growth driver,

as well as to India.

World Top BHKP Producers

2014 (33mn tons) 2022 (38.8mn tons) (1)

Map of PTI's location in

Mozambique

Source: BPI Equity Research.

(1) based on confirmed capacity expansions at present date and PTI's Mozambique project.
Source: Companies.
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EARNINGS OUTLOOK

1. BEKP (7% of FY14 sales)

As tight as it could be

The BEKP industry should be tight over the coming years with the expected new

capacities to come on stream being offset by demand evolution. Montes del Plata

(1.3mn tonnes; Uruguay) is under a ramp up period while CMPC's Guaiba II 1.3mn

tons mill is expected to start up in 2Q15, which means that it should impact the

market mainly in 2016. In the meantime, Ence shut down its 400k tons (1.5% of

the market) Huelva facility in Oct'14.

Demand remains healthy, supported by re-stocking in China, leading global pulp

inventories to stand at 34 days of supply, broadly in line with the historical average

of 33 days. Overall, the industry should witness 1.1-1.3mn tons of new capacity

coming to the market over the next couple of years, which meets the 1.0-1.5mn

tons demand growth per year over the last 10 years.

BEKP Price Evolution Pulp Inventories (days of sales)

BHKP Demand/Supply

Evolution (mn tons)

Source: Hawkins Wright, companies and
BPI Equity Research.

Source: FOEX. Source: RISI.

USD is a strong ally

We expect a broadly stable evolution of USD-based BEKP prices over the coming

years, expecting a flat performance in 2014-17F, with the market remaining tightly

balanced towards the USD730-45/ton price level (assuming current FX).

Still, the strength of the USD against the EUR has been providing further momentum

to Euro-based pulp prices which already accumulate an 8% YTD rise against a flat

performance for the USD-based index. We have updated our EUR/USD estimates

and now assume 1.15x in 2015 and 1.17x in 2016 against 1.24x and 1.25x

previously which makes us envisage average BEKP prices to increase by 13% (to

€ 635/tonne) in 2015. Our long term estimates incorporate € 582/tonne, in line

with the last 5-year average.

Pulp sales are expected to rise by 23% yoy in 2015F also triggered by higher

volumes (+13% yoy) and stable discounts at 21%. Going forward, the capacity

increase in Cacia should also contribute to an 11% pulp sales CAGR14-17F (we are

assuming no tissue integration in our estimates).
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2. UWF Paper (76% of sales)

Prices to move north

UWF paper prices have been falling (-2% yoy in 2014) reflecting difficult demand

in Europe and a 300k tons (c. 4% of the market) net capacity expansion witnessed

in 2013-14 (Alizay restarted a French paper mill production with an installed

capacity of 300k tons and Koryazhma opened 150k of capacity in Russia while

Docelles closed a French paper mill with a capacity of c.160k tons). We expect a

rising price trend to emerge in the short term (+1.5% yoy to € 840/tonne in 2015F)

supported by: (1) rising BEKP prices as the price gap between UWF and BEKP

stands at € 152/tonne against € 331/tonne historically, which seems stretched

even considering the higher pulp discounts in the market (around 20% vs. 15%

historically); (2) no new capacities expected in the market while the conversion of

Varkaus in Finland (285k tonnes) is expected to take place by August'15 with

further closures anticipated considering the falling profitability of non-integrated

paper players.

UWF paper sales should rise by 1.9% yoy in 2015F also reflecting slightly lower discounts

(9.0% vs. 9.5% in FY14 on the back of a stronger USD) with volumes remaining

broadly flat. We expect a 1% sales CAGR14-17F.

UWF paper price evolution UWF paper - BEKP price gap

(€/ton) (€/ton)

Source: FOEX.

USD is a plus on the paper business

USD-denominated sales represent c. 25% of PTI's paper sales while costs are

mainly Euro-based, which proves to be positive considering the USD strength against

the EUR. As a general rule, a 1% appreciation of the USD against the EUR in the

paper business has a theoretical 0.76% impact at PTI's consolidated EBITDA.

Still, the impact in terms of CF is lower given PTI's hedging policies. PTI sets fwd

contracts to hedge some extreme FX scenarios while total hedging is usually set on

average at 40% of PTI's total USD exposure. Based on our estimates and the

current EUR/USD, a 1% USD appreciation should impact CF by 0.6%.
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3. Energy (17% of sales)

The performance of PTI's Energy division is mainly correlated with the output of its

P&P activity considering the vertical integration of the company's value chain. We

therefore expect energy production to be kept broadly stable over the coming years

(some revamps could occur in Cacia though). Still, sales should fall by 13% yoy in

2015 (€ 6mn EBITDA impact) reflecting lower tariffs in PTI's gas cogeneration

plants (c. 90% of the total installed capacity).

4. New projects…

AMS to start impacting EPS in 2015 and Pellets by 2016

We are assuming that AMS will start impacting PTI's P/L from Q2 onwards,

contributing sales and EBITDA of € 40mn and € 6mn in 2015 (3% and 2% of

consolidated). We are incorporating the start-up of the new pellets plant by mid-

2016 and believe it should quickly start contributing to the company's P&L. PTI

has already secured the sale of the majority of its production and we expect the

new business to account for € 1.4mn EBITDA in 2016 (0.4% of consolidated) and

€ 13.5mn in 2017F (3.4%) while assuming € 21mn in the long term (5.5%).

5. Summing all up, consolidated figures on an upward trend; B/S under

control

PTI's consolidated sales should rise by 4% yoy in 2015 and a further 5% in 2016,

on a 3% CAGR14-18F. Consolidated EBITDA should expand by 16% yoy in 2015,

posting an 6% CAGR14-18F. Margins are expected to expand by 260bps yoy in

2015, also benefiting from lower wood costs following the shutdown of Huelva's

facility in Spain (15% of wood demand in Iberia), reaching 23.8% by YE17 and

23.5% in the long term.

PTI's Operating Performance

Evolution (€ mn)

Source: PTI and BPI Equity Research
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Change in Estimates

2015F 2016F 2017F Avg.

€ mn New Old Avg. Chg. New Old Avg. Chg. New Old Avg. Ch chg

Sales 1 601 1 530 5% 1 677 1 583 6% 1 715 1 617 6% 4%

EBITDA 382 354 8% 407 379 7% 409 378 8% 6%

EBITDA mg 23.9% 23.1% 24.3% 24.0% 23.8% 23.3%

EBIT 271 247 10% 296 272 9% 298 270 10% 6%

EBIT mg 16.9% 16.1% 17.6% 17.2% 17.4% 16.7%

Net Financials -35 -24 49% -23 -22 7% -23 -22 5% 21%

Net profit 212 189 12% 232 200 16% 220 199 11% 10%

Net Financials in 2015 include hedging losses.
Source: BPI Equity Research.

B/S to remain at comfortable levels even with the new businesses

PTI's average capex stood at € 40mn per annum since 2011 and should now rise

given the upcoming new projects. Still, EBITDA is also at a bottom in 2014, P&P

prospects are strong (price and costs) and considering the increased contribution

from the businesses we expect PTI's net debt/EBITDA to remain below 1.0x in the

coming years (1.0x in 2015). More, from a CF perspective and based on our
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assumptions, FCFE should already cover dividends from 2016 onwards. We note

that PTI has already mentioned that it will focus on the integration of the new

businesses in the short term and therefore, we do not expect any major investment

announcement in 2015. A new investment in tissue would require c18-24 months

to be set, which limits new capex vs. our base case also in 2016. Still, we argue

that PTI could increase its leverage up until 2.0x net debt/EBITDA and still maintain

its dividend policy.

PTI's capex breakdown (€ th)

2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Maintenance 33 854 47 300 64 502 68 837

AMS 80 000

Pellets 9 565 56 410 27 966

Cacia 50 850

Forest (Mozambique) 30 000 30 000 30 000 30 000

Total capex 204 269 133 710 122 468 98 837

Net debt/EBITDA 1.0x 0.9x 0.9x 0.8x

Source: BPI Equity Research.



The art of paper
(Price Target raised from € 3.85 to € 4.40; Buy Recommendation maintained)

4 Growing again…PTI is now starting a new investment cycle which could raise its

pulp integration to 100% (vs. c80% currently). PTI has been focused on CF following

the investments in Setubal with a € 1.2bn FCFE since YE09 (€ 750mn of dividends)

and reaching 0.8x ND/EBITDA14 vs. 3.1x at YE09. A new growth era is coming,

focused on the expanding European tissue market - acquisition of AMS - and the

fast trends for wood pellets - new plant in the US. Mozambique is a LT project with

an expected capex acceleration post-2020 while PTI should partner this venture.

4 Positive prospects for the new businesses and P&P: tissue is one of the few growing

paper markets (+3%/year over the last 10 years) and prospects are solid both in

Developed (aging population) and EM (GDP, urbanization). Wood pellets should

witness a 40-80% growth in 2015-20F backed by lower prices vs. other heating

alternatives. The P&P business faces an enticing outlook: pulp prices follow a

strong trend triggered by a strong USD and UWF paper prices should head north.

This together with falling wood costs - Huelva's shutdown -, should support a 6%

EBITDA CAGR14-18F. PTI's B/S should remain comfortable at 1.0x-0.8x ND/

EBITDA15-18F and an avg 7% FCFE yield15-18F should support a stable 7% DY.

4 Still a dividend play: PTI gained 19% YTD (vs. 15% for its peers) and now trades at

some premium to its peers (11% vs. 16% over the last year) which we deem

consistent with PTI's higher mgs, superior CF and new growth angle. EPS momentum

is compelling and DY maintained. We have upgraded our YE15 Price Target to €

4.40 (+14%), which includes higher paper prices (€ 0.20/sh), the new projects (€

0.20) and a 100bps cut to cost of debt (€ 0.15) to reflect (1) the expected effect

on debt cost due to the QE program and (2) PTI’s current bond yield (c45% of its

debt) which stands at 3.6% (coupon of 5.375%). We have upgraded PTI's rating

to medium risk given the prospects of rising integration into paper (less cyclical).

The possible integration of Cacia into tissue could add € 0.35/sh to our FV. BUY.

Stock data

Price (17th Feb.): 3.67  Price Target (YE15): 4.40

# shares (mn): 767.5  M. Cap (€ mn) / F. Float: 2 817/18%

Reuters/Bloomberg: PTI.LS/PTI PL  Avg. Daily Vol. [€'000]: 1 550

Major Shareholders:  Semapa (75.9%), Treasury Stock (6.6%)

Estimates 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

PE Adj. 13.3 13.4 15.5 13.3 12.2 12.8 12.7

Dividend yield 5.8% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 7.1%

FCFE Yield 9.4% 9.2% 8.3% 3.9% 7.2% 7.3% 8.2%

FCFF Yield 7.9% 5.7% 10.7% 6.9% 7.8% 8.0% 8.8%

PBV 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8

EV/EBITDA (1) 8.3 9.1 9.7 8.3 7.8 7.8 7.8

EV/Sales (1) 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.9

(1) EV is fixed with current market cap and MV of remaining items.

Historical Recommendation

Date Recommendation

18-Sep-12 Buy

22-Jan-13 Neutral

Source: BPI Equity Research.
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Portucel
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Portugal

Portucel vs. PSI20 vs. MSCI SC

Source: Bloomberg.
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Valuation Summary (€ mn)

Enterprise Value 3 551

YE15 Net Debt (1) 179

Financial Investments 0

Equity Value 3 372

# shares (mn) 767.5

YE15 Fair Value (€) 4.40

(1) Adjusted by pension liabilities, tax
credits, treasury stocks.
Source: BPI Equity Research.
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BPI estimates/Consensus EBITDA Consensus (€ mn) EPS Consensus (€)

Main assumptions

Consensus and Stock Momentum

2015F 2016F 2017F

Revenues 4.8% 8.2% 6.1%

EBITDA 8.4% 12.4% 8.1%

EBIT 8.6% 11.0% 10.3%

Net Profit 11.6% 20.0% 10.5%

Net Debt 39.1% 29.1% 7.3%

Capex 78.5% 13.0% 3.6%

2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Paper

Sales (€ mn) 1 148 1 171 1 193 1 210 1 198 1 192

EBITDA mg 24.3% 23.0% 25.3% 26.1% 25.3% 25.0%

UWF Paper Price (€/Ton) 847 827 840 856 848 839

Discount 10.8% 9.5% 9.0% 9.5% 9.5% 9.0%

Tonnes Sold (Mn) 1 519 1 564 1 561 1 561 1 561 1 561

Pulp

Sales (€ mn) 137 114 140 162 168 167

EBITDA mg 25.4% 17.0% 28.1% 27.2% 26.5% 26.2%

BEKP Price (USD/Ton) 791 745 730 730 730 730

Average EUR/USD 1.33 1.33 1.15 1.17 1.18 1.20

Discount 18.7% 20.9% 21.0% 21.0% 21.0% 20.0%

Tonnes Sold (Mn) 284 257 280 329 343 343

Wood costs (€/m3) 67 68 66 65 65 65

Tissue

Sales (€ mn) n.a. n.a. 54 68 67 67

EBITDA mg n.a. n.a. 17.0% 18.0% 20.0% 20.0%

Average Price (€/Ton) n.a. n.a. 935 927 923 916

Pellets

Sales (€ mn) n.a. n.a. n.a. 9 54 61

EBITDA mg n.a. n.a. n.a. 15.0% 25.0% 35.0%

Average Price (€/Ton) n.a. n.a. n.a. 160 163 166

Energy

Sales (€ mn) 238 229 199 200 200 201

EBITDA mg 15.6% 17.4% 17.1% 17.0% 16.9% 16.9%

Tarrif/MW € 101 96 83 82 82 82

Source: FactSet and BPI Equity Research.

Market Price Rating (€) Fair Value Comparison (€) Market Recommendations

Source: FactSet and BPI Equity Research.

Re 10.1%

Rf  + CRP 4.35%

Beta Equity 1.0

Market Premium 6.0%

Rd 5.0%

Tax rate 27.5%

D/EV 30.0%

WACC 8.1%

g 2.0%
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Portucel at a Glance

FY14 Sales Breakdown (€ 1.5bn) 1H14 Sales Geographic Breakdown (€ 747mn)

Source: PTI. Source: PTI

UWF Paper Price Evolution BEKP Price Evolution

Source: FOEX Source: FOEX

UWF Paper Volumes Sold (yoy) European UWF paper market shares

Source: Euro-graph. Source: Companies and BPI Equity Research.

1H14 Refinancing Needs (€ mn) UWF Paper Prices Assumptions (€/tonne)

Source: PTI. Source: FOEX and BPI Equity Research.
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Income Statement
CAGR

(€ mn) 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 14-18F

Revenues 1 502 1 531 1 542 1 601 1 677 1 715 1 716 3%
EBITDA 385 350 328 382 407 409 410 6%

EBITDA adj. 385 350 328 382 407 409 410 6%
EBITDA adj. mg. 25.7% 22.9% 21.3% 23.9% 24.3% 23.8% 23.9%

Depreciation&others 99 117 110 111 111 111 111 0%

EBIT 286 234 218 271 296 298 299 8%
EBIT adj. 286 234 218 271 296 298 299 8%
Net financial results -16 -14 -34 -35 -23 -23 -22 -10%

Income tax 59 10 3 24 41 55 55 114%

Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.s.

Minority Interests 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.s.

Net Profit reported 211 210 181 212 232 220 222 5%
Net Profit adj. 211 210 181 212 232 220 222 5%

Balance Sheet
CAGR

(€ mn) 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 14-18F

Net Intangibles 381 380 380 379 378 377 376 0%

Net Fixed Assets 1 508 1 428 1 364 1 459 1 484 1 498 1 488 2%

Net Financials 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1%

Inventories 212 203 189 196 210 216 216 3%

ST Receivables 290 279 275 286 296 302 303 2%

Other Assets 1 6 0 1 2 2 2 n.s.

Cash & Equivalents 329 524 500 100 100 100 100 -33%

Total Assets 2 724 2 820 2 708 2 422 2 470 2 494 2 484 -2%
Equity & Minorities 1 481 1 480 1 454 1 465 1 496 1 515 1 536 1%
MLT Liabilities 497 867 548 513 493 473 453 -5%
o.w. Debt 473 772 468 434 414 394 374 -5%

ST Liabilities 747 473 706 444 481 506 495 -9%
o.w. Debt 220 60 305 31 49 63 52 -36%

o.w. Payables 242 270 306 261 273 280 280 -2%

Equity+Min. + Liabilities 2 724 2 820 2 708 2 422 2 470 2 494 2 484 -2%

Cashflow (€ mn)
2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

+ EBITDA 385 350 328 382 407 409 410

- Chg in Net W.C. 40 129 -34 10 9 2 0

- Income Taxes 41 -22 24 21 37 54 56

= Operating Cash Flow 305 244 338 351 360 353 354
- Growth Capex 0 5 33 171 87 59 31

- Replacement Capex 30 28 14 34 47 65 69

- Net Fin. Inv. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

= Cash Flow after Inv. 274 210 291 146 226 230 254
- Net Fin. Exp. 16 14 34 35 23 23 22

- Dividends Paid 165 201 201 201 201 201 201

+/- Equity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other 6 62 -23 0 0 0 0

=Change in Net Debt -100 -57 -33 91 -1 -5 -31
Net Debt (+)/Net Cash (-) 364 307 274 364 363 357 327

Growth, per share data and ratios
2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Sales growth 1% 2% 1% 4% 5% 2% 0%

EBITDA Adj. growth 0% -9% -6% 16% 7% 0% 0%

EPS Adj. growth 8% -1% -14% 17% 9% -5% 1%

Avg. # sh (mn) 767.5 767.5 767.5 767.5 767.5 767.5 767.5

Basic EPS 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.29

EPS Adj. Fully diluted 0.28 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.29

DPS 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.16

Payout 95.3% 95.6% 110.6% 94.8% 86.6% 91.3% 60.0%

ROCE (after tax) 11.6% 11.9% 11.7% 13.1% 13.1% 12.3% 12.3%

ROE 14.3% 14.2% 12.4% 14.5% 15.7% 14.6% 14.5%

Gearing (ND/EV) 11.4% 9.6% 8.6% 11.4% 11.4% 11.2% 10.2%

Net Debt/EBITDA 0.9x 0.9x 0.8x 1.0x 0.9x 0.9x 0.8x

Source: Company data and BPI Equity Research (F).

DCF Assumptions

Re 10.1%

Rf 3.25%

CRP 1.10%

Beta 1.0

Mkt Premium 6.0%

Rd 5.0%

D/E 30.0%

T 27.5%

g 2.0%

WACC 8.1%

Source: BPI Equity Research.

Sensitivity Analysis (€/share)(1)

Growing Perpetuity

WACC 1.5% 2.0% 2.5%

8.6% 3.80 4.05 4.30

8.1% 4.10 4.40 4.70

7.6% 4.45 4.80 5.20

Source: BPI Equity Research.

Market Multiples

 P/E EV/EBITDA

15F 16F 15F 16F

Portucel (BPI) 13.3 12.2 8.3 7.8

Semapa (BPI) 10.0 8.7 6.5 6.0

Stora Enso 13.2 11.3 7.3 6.8

UPM 13.9 11.5 7.9 7.5

M-Real 17.8 14.0 8.5 7.5

Mondi 15.4 8.9 6.6 6.0

IP 14.7 10.9 7.3 6.9

Iberpapel 16.0 n.a. n.a.  n.a.

Avg P&P 15.2 11.3 7.5 7.0

Source: BPI Equity Research (Altri, Ence)
and Factset



Buying or selling mode?
(Price Target raised from € 14.15 to € 16.55; Buy Recommendation maintained)

4 A portfolio manager: SEM's foundations date back to 1991 and were based on the

cement business. Since then, the company has actively managed a portfolio of

assets also in the P&P, environment and energy businesses, while showing its

interest in participating in the privatization/disposal of several key assets in Portugal.

PT Portugal is the most recent initiative and despite not having moved forward, it

has made bells ring about further asset diversification in the future.

4 Buying or selling mode? Growth opportunities may appear for SEM in the future,

namely in its cement business following the remedies imposed to Brazilian players

(c15mn tons of assets to be sold) on price fixing investigations. This would require

some rearrangements on its portfolio of assets given SEM's stretched B/S. Selling

a stake in PTI would: (1) accelerate deleverage; (2) allow some acquisitions; and

(3) accelerate SEM's dividends to the holding family. Still, fiscal reasons do not

incentivize a stake reduction in PTI. A deal involving Secil seems unlikely given the

current difficult cement market which would price Secil below the minorities'

delisting price in 2012 (€ 1163mn implied total equity). We therefore do not see

SEM disposing its crown jewels at least unless a compelling alternative appears.

4 Fundamentally attractive: SEM benefits from positive earnings trends both in the

P&P and cement businesses and the deleverage angle is supported by PTI’s stable

high dividends. The stock trades at attractive 10.0x-8.7x PE15-16F, yielding an

average 12% FCFE15-18F. Our YE15 Price Target of € 16.55, after upgrading PTI

and reflecting the good CF generation in FY14, yields deep upside which makes

us maintain our BUY recommendation. SEM's stance on PT Portugal changed the

market perception about its holding nature and we do not rule out a further

deterioration on the current 33% discount to the market NAV (10% last 5-year

average), particularly in the advent of PTI's 7% DY expected in H1.

Stock data

Price (17th Feb.): 10.60 Price Target (YE15): 16.55

# shares (mn): 118.3 M. Cap (€ mn) / F. Float: 1 254 / 17%

Reuters/Bloomberg: SEM.LS / SEM PL Avg. Daily Vol. [€'000]: 745

Major Shareholders:  Queiroz Pereira family holdings (51%), BPI (10.2%), treasury stocks

(10.0%), Bestinver (10.0%), Norges Bank (4.8%)

Estimates 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

PE Adj. 9.9 8.6 11.1 10.0 8.7 7.4 7.5

Dividend yield 2.3% 2.3% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%

FCFE Yield -50.5% 7.3% 12.1% 3.1% 14.5% 13.9% 16.4%

FCFF Yield 18.7% 7.7% 14.8% 7.0% 9.7% 10.0% 10.9%

PBV 1.6 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.9

EV/EBITDA (1) 6.1 7.2 7.4 6.5 6.0 5.8 5.7

EV/Sales (1) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3

(1) EV is fixed with current market cap and MV of remaining items.

Historical Recommendation

Date Recommendation

11-Jun-13 Buy

30-Jun-14 CoRe Buy

22-Oct-14 Buy

Source: BPI Equity Research.

EQUITY RESEARCH

Semapa
Holding

Buy
High-Risk

20th February 2015

Portugal

Semapa vs. PSI20 vs. MSCI SC

Source: Bloomberg.

Analysts

José Rito

jose.manuel.rito@bpi.pt

Phone 351 22 607 3142

Bruno Bessa

bruno.filipe.bessa@bpi.pt

Phone 351 22 607 3183

Available on our website:

www.bpiequity.bpi.pt, BPI Online,

and Bloomberg at NH BPD

Valuation Summary

(€ mn) NAV % of NAV

PTI (DCF, 75.9%) 2 563 81%

Secil (DCF, 100%) 649 20%

ETSA (BV, 99.9%) 53 2%

Holding (DCF) -93 -3%

TOTAL NAV 3 172

Financial Inv. (1) 151

Pension Liabilities 10

YE15F Net Debt 861

TOTAL Equity 2 451

# Shares (mn) 118

YE15 Fair Value (€) 20.70

S/C & Holding Disc 20%

YE15 P Target (€) 16.55

(1) Includes own shares.
Source: BPI Equity Research.
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BPI estimates/Consensus EBITDA Consensus (€ mn) EPS Consensus (€)

Main assumptions

Consensus and Stock Momentum

2015F 2016F 2017F

Revenues 5.7% 9.6% 4.7%

EBITDA 9.1% 16.9% 4.8%

EBIT 7.8% 19.5% 5.8%

Net Profit 32.8% 38.4% -1.8%

Net Debt 2.6% -0.7% -5.4%

Capex 48.1% 3.7% -2.4%

Secil 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

Portugal

Revenues (€ mn) 225 236 251 265 280 296

EBITDA mg 9.7% 11.6% 13.0% 15.0% 18.0% 20.0%

Tunisia

Revenues (€ mn) 67 76 83 93 108 115

EBITDA mg 11.9% 23.3% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 22.0%

Lebanon

Revenues (€ mn) 90 90 96 101 107 111

EBITDA mg 34.5% 33.4% 34.5% 34.5% 34.5% 34.5%

Angola

Revenues (€ mn) 24 22 23 24 26 27

EBITDA mg 1.3% -5.1% 0.0% 3.0% 5.0% 5.0%

Supremo (Equity Accounted)

Revenues (€ mn) 52 54 73 101 142 156

EBITDA mg 9.5% 11.9% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0%

Holding

EBITDA (€ mn) 1.2 3.2 -8.2 -8.6 -8.9 -9.3

Net Debt (€ mn) 923 918 861 792 724 645

Portucel

Revenues (€ mn) 1531 1542 1601 1677 1715 1716

EBITDA mg 22.9% 21.3% 23.9% 24.3% 23.8% 23.9%

Source: FactSet and BPI Equity Research.

Market Price Rating (€) Fair Value Comparison (€) Market Recommendations

Source: FactSet and BPI Equity Research.

Secil -

Portucel Portugal Supremo

Re 10.1% 10.7% 11.2%

Rf + CRP 4.35% 4.4% 4.9%

Beta Equity 0.95 1.1 1.1

Market Premium 6.0% 6.0% 6.0%

Rd 5.0% 7.0% 6.9%

Tax Rate 27.5% 27.5% 34.0%

D/EV 30.0% 30.0% 35.0%

WACC 8.1% 9.0% 8.9%

g 2.0% 1.0% 4.5%

Perpetuity EBIT mg 18.7% 11.6% 25.0%
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Semapa at a Glance

FY14 Sales Breakdown (€ 2.0bn) FY14 EBITDA Breakdown - ex holding costs (€ 407mn)

Source: SEM. Source: SEM.

Secil FY14 Sales Breakdown (€ 430mn) Secil FY14 EBITDA Breakdown (€ 74 mn)

Source: SEM. Source: SEM.

Cement Capacity Breakdown (mn tons) 1H14 Semapa's Refinancing Needs (€ 1.9bn)

Source: SEM. Source: SEM.

SEM's Organizational Structure Cement Consumption in Portugal

Source: SEM. Source: ANEOP, Banco de Portugal.
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Income Statement
CAGR

(€ mn) 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 14-18F

Revenues 1 953 1 991 1 998 2 087 2 194 2 270 2 299 4%
EBITDA 495 422 410 465 503 521 531 7%

EBITDA adj. 495 422 410 465 503 521 531 7%
EBITDA adj. mg. 25.3% 21.2% 20.5% 22.3% 22.9% 22.9% 23.1% 3%

Depreciation&others 190 184 184 172 172 173 172 -2%

EBIT 304 239 226 293 330 348 358 12%
EBIT adj. 304 239 226 293 330 348 358 12%
Net financial results -63 -87 -104 -88 -79 -71 -63 -12%

Income tax 71 -39 -30 29 50 55 74 n.s.

Others 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n.s.

Minority Interests 44 45 40 51 56 53 53 8%

Net Profit reported 127 146 113 125 145 169 168 10%
Net Profit adj. 127 146 113 125 145 169 168 10%

Balance Sheet
CAGR

(€ mn) 2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F 14-18F

Net Intangibles 633 627 628 628 628 627 627 0%

Net Fixed Assets 2 413 2 315 2 225 2 296 2 300 2 293 2 263 0%

Net Financials 19 5 25 25 25 25 24 46%

Inventories 317 300 291 287 299 309 313 1%

ST Receivables 419 413 411 444 464 477 484 4%

Other Assets 14 17 14 21 22 23 23 8%

Cash & Equivalents 414 666 544 150 150 150 150 -31%

Total Assets 4 228 4 344 4 138 3 851 3 887 3 903 3 884 -3%
Equity & Minorities 1 131 1 209 1 218 1 309 1 424 1 560 1 695 7%
MLT Liabilities 1 741 2 058 2 056 1 534 1 329 1 284 1 167 -11%
o.w. Debt 1 682 1 929 1 929 1 408 1 204 1 161 1 045 -12%

ST Liabilities 1 356 1 077 863 1 008 1 134 1 059 1 022 0%
o.w. Debt 333 251 0 118 200 106 53 -19%

o.w. Payables 346 362 387 378 391 400 405 2%

Equity+Min. + Liabilities 4 228 4 344 4 138 3 851 3 887 3 903 3 884 -3%

Cashflow (€ mn)
2012 2013 2014 2015F 2016F 2017F 2018F

+ EBITDA 495 422 410 465 503 521 531

- Chg in Net W.C. 340 180 -37 9 -8 8 -6

- Income Taxes 35 -30 -32 30 47 53 75

= Operating Cash Flow 120 272 479 427 464 460 462
- Growth Capex 508 50 40 40 25 24 24

- Replacement Capex 84 16 43 204 151 141 118

- Net Fin. Inv. 5 -13 20 0 0 0 0

= Cash Flow after Inv. -476 219 376 184 288 295 320
- Net Fin. Exp. 63 87 104 88 79 71 63

- Dividends Paid 29 29 37 37 37 37 37

+/- Equity 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other -40 -16 -107 -50 -50 -50 -50

=Change in Net Debt 608 -87 -128 -9 -122 -137 -170
Net Debt (+)/Net Cash (-) 1 601 1 514 1 386 1 376 1 254 1 118 948

Growth, per share data and ratios
2011 2012 2013 2014F 2015F 2016F 2017F

Sales growth 10% 2% 0% 4% 5% 3% 1%

EBITDA Adj. growth 16% -15% -3% 13% 8% 4% 2%

EPS Adj. growth 2% 15% -23% 11% 16% 17% -1%

Avg. # sh (mn) 118.3 118.3 118.3 118.3 118.3 118.3 118.3

Basic EPS 1.07 1.23 0.95 1.06 1.23 1.43 1.42

EPS Adj. Fully diluted 1.07 1.23 0.95 1.06 1.23 1.43 1.42

DPS 0.24 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32

Payout 22.75% 25.65% 33.24% 29.87% 25.86% 22.19% 22.33%

ROCE (after tax) 8.1% 10.7% 10.1% 9.2% 9.5% 10.0% 9.7%

ROE 13.7% 17.4% 12.7% 13.4% 14.0% 14.6% 13.0%

Gearing (ND/EV) 54.5% 51.5% 47.1% 46.8% 42.7% 38.0% 32.3%

Net Debt/EBITDA 3.2x 3.6x 3.4x 3.0x 2.5x 2.1x 1.8x

Source: Company data and BPI Equity Research (F).

DCF Assumptions - Secil

Portugal

Re 10.7%

  Rf 4.4%

  Beta Equity 1.1

  Market Premium 6.0%

Rd 7.0%

Tax Rate 27.5%

D/EV 30.0%

WACC 9.0%

g 1.0%

Source: BPI Equity Research.

Market NAV

Business (€ mn) Value Method.

Portucel 2138 Mkt  Cap

Secil 450 7.9x EV/

EBITDA

Supremo 100 Acq price

ETSA 44.5 Acq price

Total NAV 2733

Holding Debt (4Q14) -800

Financial invest. 4.0

Pension fund liab. (FY13) -1

Holding Costs

(7.0x EBITDA) -56

Total Equity 1880

# shares 118.3

NAV/share (€) 15.9

Disc. to Mkt NAV -33%

Source: Bloomberg, Factset and BPI
Equity Research.

DCF Sensitivity (Secil) (€/sh)

D growing perpetuity

-0.5% 0.0% 0.5%

649 -0.5% 0.0% 0.5%

0.5% 575 594 617

0.0% 626 649 674

-0.5% 687 712 742

Source: BPI Equity Research.

D
 
W

A
C

C

SEM's discount to Market NAV

evolution

Source: Bloomberg, Factset and BPI
Equity Research.
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BPI

INVESTMENT RATINGS STATISTICS

As of 30th January BPI Equity Research's investment ratings were
distributed as follows:
CoRe Buy 8%
Buy 30%
Neutral 40%
Reduce 13%
Sell/Accept Bid 4%
Under Revision/Restricted 5%
Total 100%

This research report is only for private circulation and only partial reproduction is allowed, subject to mentioning the source. This research report is

based on information obtained from sources which we believe to be credible and reliable, but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. This

research report does not have regard to specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive

it. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or investment strategies discussed or recommended

in this research report and should understand that the statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Unless otherwise stated, all views

(including estimates, forecasts, assumptions or perspectives) herein contained are solely expression of BPI's Equity Research department and are subject

to change without notice. Recommendations and opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date referred on this research report and they

may change in the period of time between the dates on which the said opinion or recommendation were formulated and made public. Current

recommendations or opinions are subject to change as they depend on the evolution of the company and subsequent alterations to our estimates, forecasts,

assumptions, perspectives or valuation method used. The valuation models are systematically reviewed and validated, particularly with regard to the

method of valuation and assumptions used. Investors should also note that income from such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security's

price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than initially invested. There are no pre-established policies regarding
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